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New Word-Analysis Or, School Etymology of English Derivative Words: Large Print By William Swinton The present text-book is a newmodeling and rewriting of Swinton's Word-Analysis, first published in 1871. It has grown out of a large amount of testimony to the effect that
the older book, while valuable as a manual of methods, in the hands of teachers, is deficient in practice-work for pupils. This testimony
dictated a double procedure: first, to retain the old methods; secondly, to add an adequate amount of new matter. Accordingly, in the present
manual, the few Latin roots and derivatives, with the exercises thereon, have been retained-under "Part II.: The Latin Element"-as simply a
method of study. There have then been added, in "Division II.: Abbreviated Latin Derivatives," no fewer than two hundred and twenty Latin
root-words with their most important English offshoots. In order to concentrate into the limited available space so large an amount of new
matter, it was requisite to devise a novel mode of indicating the English derivatives. What this mode is, teachers will see in the section, pages
50-104. The author trusts that it will prove well suited to class-room work, and in many other ways interesting and valuable: should it not, a
good deal of labor, both of the lamp and of the file, will have been misplaced. We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our
extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been
accessible to the general public. The aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view
is that this is a significant literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of
titles in the Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been meticulously
hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to
ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
A comprehensive text to learning and understanding Greek and Latin roots of the English language in order to reinforce vocabulary and
analytical skills.

This workbook of Latin phrases and mottoes is filled with exercises, projects, and games designed for students in grades 7-10.
Features: 180 Latin phrases, 5 per page-view a week's work at once Examples of phrase usage in English Literal and everyday
translations of phrases Abundant English cognates/derivatives Ample exercises for mastering phrases State, school, and family
mottoes with exercises 29 Latin abbreviations with explanations and exercises Projects, activities, and illustrations Unique
historical facts associated with the phrases, abbreviations, and mottoes Teacher's Manual Features: Answers to all exercises
Quizzes (with answers) Additional exercises (with answers) for students who have studied Latin Additional games and projects CD
that offers a clear pronunciation in Latin.
Help students build their vocabulary as well as their knowledge of history and culture. This book has already been successfully
tested with hundreds of students in classrooms at several major universities. -- The General Introduction provides students with an
essay on European Linguistics and the Greek Alphabet. -- The book will also teach students the Greek Alphabet and how to
transliterate Greek into comprehensible English. -- User friendly, this textbook will help students appreciate the ancient languages.
This volume also teaches the basic Latin and Greek vocabularies

One of the outstanding problems of the biologist, whether he be beginning student or specialists, is that of understanding
technical terms. The best way to understand and remember technical terms is to understand first their component parts,
or roots. This dictionary has been designed primarily to meet the needs of the beginning student, the medical student,
and the taxonomist, but it should be of value to all biologists.
This charming, illustrated compendium of Latin words and English derivatives, includes over 365 words required for Latin
GCSE. Key notes on grammar, translations and playful and memorable derivatives accompany each Latin entry, and a
glossary of Latin in common usage make this essential for all learners of Latin as well as cruciverbalists.
Unlike most etymology textbooks, this one presents the words studied in the context of the ideas in which the words
functioned. Instead of studying endless lists of word roots, suffixes, and prefixes in isolation, the words are enlivened by
their social, literary, and cultural media. Features: Chapters on Mythology, Medicine, Politics and Law, Commerce and
Economics, Philosophy and Psychology, History Introduction to word building Exercises throughout Illustrations of
ancient artifacts Clever cartoons on word origins Glossary of English words and phrases.
Vol. 1-7, 9-10 include Proceedings of the High School Principals Conference, 1923-1929; v. 1-7, 9-18 include
Proceedings of the Conference on Educational Measurements 1924-1930, 1932-1942.
Elevate your vocabulary in just thirty days with this informative, fun, and accessible guide to utilizing powerful language. Do you occasionally
misuse or misunderstand certain words? Do you sometimes find yourself at a loss to express exactly what you mean? Are you tired of having
people seemingly talk “above” you? If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, then 30 Days to a More Powerful Vocabulary is the
perfect solution. Millions of people have improved their academic performance, job skills, and self-esteem just by spending fifteen minutes a
day completing the simple exercises and self-tests within this bestselling guide. You will learn, step-by-step, how to increase your language
power with word roots, find persuasive words to sell your ideas, and learn new words daily with a full pronunciation key. Whether you’re a
student or simply wanting to expand your vocabulary, you can enjoy a more intimate comprehension of the English language in just one
month!
More than 60 percent of all English words have Greek or Latin roots; in the vocabulary of the sciences and technology, the figure rises to
more than 90 percent. Through the study of the Greek and Latin roots of English, students can expand their knowledge of English vocabulary
and also come to understand the ways in which the complex history of the English language has shaped our perceptions of the world around
us. The sixth edition of The Greek and Latin Roots of English maintains the book’s much-praised thematic approach. After an essential
overview of world languages, and the linguistic histories of Greek, Latin, and English, the text organizes vocabulary into various topics,
including politics and government, psychology, medicine and the biological science, as well as ancient culture, religion, and philosophy. The
sixth edition features revised cumulative exercises in each chapter that reinforce both vocabulary and analytical skills learned from pervious
chapter. The sixth edition also features alphabetized vocabulary lists, new photos and cartoons, and other reader-friendly updates. The Greek
and Latin Roots of English remains an essential text to help students not only learn vocabulary and understand the power of language, but
also appreciate the pleasures of pitfuls of language study.
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